
Imagine you have a window bumpout like the 
one here (right).  The builder was running a 
little thin on his margin so he skimped on a few 
details.  Now 13 years later, you have rotten 
siding, soggy millwork, and a roof that leaks.  
Now imagine that for the first time you looked 
at this feature on the front of your beautiful 
home and realized not only that it was rotten, 
but it was ugly too.  You could find a roofer 
to fix the metal roof and then a carpenter to 
rebuild the bumpout.  Or, you could call Kuhl to 
do it all and redesign a few key elements in the 
process to add a little more class to your home.

This was not a terribly complex project, but 
it could so easily have been handled wrong.  
Here are some of the things we did to rectify 
the problems with the existing design and 
construction: 

Things That Made Us Cringe Upon Inspection
1. Missing z-flashing above window.
2. Thin gauge steel roof, rusted through and poorly installed.
3. Gutters terminated too close to wood resulting in big time rotting.
4. The overall design felt utilitarian and ‘builder-grade’.
5. Rotten 1x2’s arranged in a quasi-sunburst pattern
6. Steel roof installed short from facia (= more rotting issues).
7. No kickout flashing (code required, and smart besides).
8. Totally rotten panels.  And, how hard would it have been to add one 

more vertical stile to carry the lines of the window mullions through 
visually?  Answer, not hard.  It just requires some design experience.

1. Rot-proof Azek millwork.  Smart.
2. New drip flashing under window.
3. Hey, look at the aligning stiles and mullions!  

Cost: $1.09.
4. Rot-proof fiber cement panels.
5. Tudor detail to create subtle touch.
6. New standing seam copper roof.
7. Gutters cut back from millwork to prevent rot.
8. Kickout flashing installed to direct water 

away from sidewall and into gutter.
9. Cedar roof patched around new copper 

roof.
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KUHL SOLUTIONS TO CLIENT PROBLEMS
CASE STUDY

Creativity Matters
Remodeling a bumpout window with a bad leak in Minnetonka


